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INTRODUCTION
Compared to other countries, America had a late start in
the world of literature.

For almost two centuries after the

Pilgrims arrived in America no major literature was produced.
The first attempts at novel writing were weak imitations of
English style and theme.

When important American authors did

begin to write, Puritan ideas imposed various restrictions on
content.

Through the years, American writers have freed themselves

of such hindrances, and the modern novelist enjoys full freedom in
subject and technique.

The works of such authors as Melville,

Hawthorne, Dreiser, Hemingway, and Faulkner have given the
American novel a distinguished status.

To maintain it, America

must continue to produce writers who can create important fiction
in the enlarged climate of freedom.

John Updike is one of the

young authors who may be able to sustain the significance of the
novel in America.
John Updike was born in 1932 in Shillington, Pennsylvania.
His father taught at the local high school which Updike attenled.
Updike had a good childhood, and these fond memories p'ry 0
important part in his fiction.

His home town is called Cringer

in his stories and novels.
Updike graduated summa cum laude from Harvard in 1(154.

Re

was interested in art at that time and spent a year in Oxford,
England on a Knox Fellowship, at the Ruskin School of Drawing and

1
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Fine Art.

From August 1955 to March 1957 he was a member of the staff

of The New Yorker.

While there he wrote anonymously for "The Talk of

the Town" and "Notes and Comments"; he also contributed many short
stories, essays, ard poems.

He began to be noticed in 1955, but

received little recognition until the publishing, in 1959, of his
first novel, The Poorhouse Fair, which received the Richard and
Oro

Hilda Rosenthal Foundation Award.

His third novel, The Centaur,

received the National Book Award in 1964 and the Prix de Meilleur
Livre Etranger in 1966.

Also in 1964 he was elected to the National

Institute of Arts and Letters and the same year traveled to Vse Soviet
Union as part of the United States Department of State cultural
exchange program.

He now lives with his wife and four children in

Ipswich, Massachusetts.
Although Updike has been recognized as one of the few
contemporary writers worthy of serious consideration, critics and
reviewers are not in accord about the acclaim that he has received.
They cannot agree that Updike has anything worthwhile to say about
the fundamental questions basic to contemporary fiction.

Updike

has been accused of dealing in sentimentalities and trivialities,
while touching only slightly problems important to the human
condition.

Most critics agree that his style is excellent, but

some feel that Updike is using this particular skill to cover up
the shallowness of his thought.

However, throughout Updike's

novels major themes are apparent.

This thesis treats two of them:

the themes of the decay of love relations and of the decay of
religious life, which are conspicuous in his fiction.

3

In handling both themes, Updike is especially conscious of
the past and its relation to the present.

The past for Updike

signifies the time when man believed in the Vorican Dream and
lived by the inspiration and guidance of the ideals embodied in it.
Updike's major statement of this concept appears in The Poorhouse
Fair, but is evident in all his novels.

A primary concern in

Rabbit, Run, The Centaur, Of the Farm, and Couples is the
disintegration of love and religion.

In general, Updike believes

that the positive and necessary values realized in love and
religion were strong and efficacious in the past, while modern
life has witnessed their decay and corruption.
Apparently Updike envisions modern love as an antidote to
the boredom of the modern society.

It is entirely selfish, a

for-the-moment-only encounter, not me2nt to lead to a lasting
relationship.

Modern love contains none of the qualities of

honor, respect, or fidelity that once were so binding in a
1
union of man and woman.

Lost also is familial love and the

sense of responsibility involved in it.
In treating the decay of religion Up(!ke seems especially
interested in the loss of significance of traditional religious
thought.

The ideas and rituals of the past have no place in

modern society.

Religious symbols are meaningless; they offer no

comfort or basis of redemption to modern man.

Morality does not

exist; God has become a nobody, and death is a finality.
Updike has written many outstanding short stories in
which the germs of his thoaght can be found.

However, since

4

Updike is a recognized novelist, only his five novels will be
considered in tracing the general context of the relation of
present to past, and within that context, two particular thematic
centers of interest:

the decay of love and the decay of religion.

Implicit in Updike's concern for the decline of olner idealisms
is a very urgent and very serious appeal to a world that is in
danger of forgetting what ought to be cherished.

CHAPTER I
THE RELATION OF PRESENT TO PAST
In all of Updike's novels 1 a comparison of the present to
the past is obvious.

Updike writes of the present or even the future,

as in The Poorhouse Fair, but it is the past that contains the
elements which Updike feels are missing from modern societ
y.

It is

in the past that man will find the values, traditions, and meaning
that will offer a controlling force on which he can base his life.
Often Updike's relation of present to past encompasses the entire
American experience.

He feels that America's past contains vital

qualities which have disappeared from modern society.

Kenneth

Hamilton feels that The Poorhouse Fair is Updike's most direct
parable of the relation of the present to the past.

He says,

"Therein he [Updike] sets the Man of America's Future against the
Man of America's past."P Conner and the poorhouse are set against
Hook and the old people

The_poorhouse is the welfare state of

America's future and Conner is the wise leader who knows what
is
'Citations from Updike's novels will be to these editions:
John Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, Crest Books (New York: Fawcet
t
World Library, 1958); Rabbit, Run, Fawcett Crest Books (New York:
Fawcett World Library, 190)7the Centaur, Fawcett Crest Books
(New York: Fawcett World Library, 1963); Of the Farm, Fawcett
Crest Books (New York: Fawcett Vorld Library, 196-57 Couples,
Fawcett Crest Books (New York: Fawcett World Library, 196-ff:
2Kenneth Hamilt
on, "John Updike: The Chronicler of the
'Time of the Death of God,'" The Christian Century, June 7, 1967,
p. 746. Hereinafter referred to as "Chronicler."
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best for his people.
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Human substance."3

He "has vowed to bring order and beauty out of
Conner is the insensitive individual whose only

interest is in methodological perfection, without regard for what is
actually best.4 Updike tells us that "everything Conner did he did
for a reason; his actions were glass."

Conner's assistant, Buddy,

trying to defend Conner, asks, "Doesn't anybody realize . . . what
Mr. Conner has done here?

This home has one of the five highest

ratings in the northeastern sector."

Lucas, speaking for all the

old ,ople, answers simply, "I read that on the bulletin board.
makes us all proud."

It

But the .eating is only a statement on a piece

of paper, meaningless to the old people.

When Conner placed metal

name tags on the chairs, he explained that he did it in order "to
give the residents here some sense of ownership."

But the old

people see it as an act to remove their identity and disrupt the
usual pattern of their lives.
Hock and the old people possess a dignity and feeling of

-4‘
;.4
IA

;4

security because of their connection with the past.

They are not

pathetic inmates who are simply waiting for death.

Richard H. Rupp

insists that the old people are strong because "They have a sense
of ritual based on ingrained feeling for propriety. . . .

Their

3Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, p. 14.
4
Howard M. Harper, Jr., notices that the name Conner
implies "con Man" or one who "deprives us of spiritual depth
and meaning at the same time that they enhance our physical
comfort." See Harper's Desverate Faith (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1967), p. 164.
5Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, pp. 15-16.
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strength lies in an insistance on procedure."6

Mendelssohn, the

,
former perfect, had always allowed the old people to sit in whichever chair they chose.

The inmates see Conner as the one who is

taking away all their procedures and customs.
•03

They constantly

compare Conner to Vendelssohn, under whom they enjoyed the right
to their traditions.

They feel the effect of the loss of tradition

and, at the same time, see the degenerative effect of a society of
the kind Conner envisions.

When one of the old women complains that

the men do not work anymore, Hook explains, "It's the administration. .

To let a man choose idleness or labor, on the

ground of whim:

why in Mendelssohn's time such a thing would never

7
be seen."

The old people do not want complete freedom; they feel

a need for constructive rules and guidelines by which they can live
an ordered life.
The old people aid other Updike characters are very concerned
because they see the loss of pride men take in their work.

Hook

often thinks of his youthful labor and the joy and pride he knew.
4

observes that people around him no longer take pride in their
occupations, that "Modern day workmen are not what they were."
continues:
Depend up it, . . . there are no workmen now as there
were in my day. The carpenters of 'ifty years ago
could drive a stout nail as long as my finger ii
three strokes. The joints that they would fit: pegs
and wedges cut out of the end of a beam to the fineness of a hair, and not split the wood though they
6Richard H. Rupp, "John Updike: Style in Search of a
Center," The Sewanee Review LXXV (October-December, 1967),
698-99. Hereinafter referred to as "Center."
7Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, p. 19.

Me
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were right with the grain. And how they would hunt,
for the prongs of the old-time carriages, to find a
young birch that had been bent just that way. To
use the wood of a branch was considered of a piece
with driving two nails where one would hold. The
cut nails, you know. Then wire became common, and
all their thinking was done for them by the metal
manufacturers •8
In The Centaur George Caldwell discusses the art of cooking
with a hitchhiker to whom he has offered a ride.

The hitchhiker

execrates the professional cooks for whom he has worked.

He had

been ordered to "give 'em grease and spare the meat. .

" He

proclaims, 'The great god Dollar's the only one they're looking out
f-ir."9

The concern for material wealth is obvious also in Of the

Farm.

rary Robinson is concerned that her son no longer cares for

the farr, which meant so much to her and her late husband.

She fears

that the farm might have to be sold because she can no longer menage
it alone.

Once a rich, fertile land, it now lies untended.

importance now is for building sites.
all that keeps the farm intact.

Her stubborn resistance is

Mrs. Robinson says, "There's not a

week somebody doesn't call and ask me to sell them a piece.
vultures are gatherino..10

Its

The

Hamilton states that "in a sense Mary

Robinson is America--the strong, gentle mother of ungrateful sons."
He explains that she holds the land and can only rerind her son of
its worth.
Similarly [Hamilton says] America can only remind
the present generation of her history.

eIbid.,

p. 10.

9Updike, The Centaur,
p. 70.
"Updike, Of the Farm, p.

ao.
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Updike knows that we achieve manhood only by
recapturing the past, remembering its lessons,
preserving its loyalties, knowing that each
generation liyo through its continuity with the
previous one.I 1
In Couples Piet Hanema broods over the opportunism of his
partner, Matt Gallagher.

Although they are both building contractors,

Piet is concerned about the quality of work they produce, while
Gallagher is only interested in buying land, building hurriedly, and
making a profit.

While driving down a street in Tarbox, Piet notices

a house they had worked on when they first began.

Feeling pride in

the appearance of the house, he remembers, "Gallagher [was] not so
12
greedy then."
As he arrives at one of their new construction sites
he becomes upset by the huge bulldozer and its impersonal operator as
they are clearing the land.

Updike says that "by no extenticn of his

imagination could Piet believe that he had helped cause this man and
machine to be roaring and churning and chuffing and throttling here,
where birds and children used to hide."

Piet knows that all of this

will bring a substantial profit, but he suddenly realizes that no
amount of money is "enough to justify this raging and rending close
at his back, this rape of a haven precious to ornamental shy
creatures who needed no house.
made."13

Builders burying the wend God

He hopes that the houses they build will be well constructed

with quality material, by skilled craftsmen, but knows that Gallagher
11 Hamilton, "Chronicler," pp. 746-47.
12Updike, Cou_pjes, p. 88.
13
Ibid.., p. 90. Updike often loses the proper power of
fiction by being too obvious in pointing cut the moral. He would
profit from the example of great novelists who precede him.
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A

"craved the shoddy--vinyl siding versus wood, pressed wallboard
.14
panels versus plaster--. .

When one of his employees asks

who would be the wiser if they omitted waterproofing the foundation
of a house being constructed, Piet admonishes him, "We would.

And

in a few years when the house settled and the basement leaked
everybody would.
Every cheat.

Let me tell you about houses.

Every shortcut. . . .

15
something up it isn't there."

Everything outs.

Don't think because you cover

Thus Updike asserts that sensitive

people are concerned with the loss of pride in their occupations
as they measure the present against the past.

They sense that it

is wrong to live in such a condition.
Updike sums it up in The Poorhouse Fair when Amelia !!ortis
tells Conner, "You expect us to give up the old ways, and make this
place a little copy of the world outside, the way it's going.
16
don't say you don't mean well, but it won't do."

I

Their defiance

of Conner culminates in a physically harmless but mentally
significant stoning of Conner as they are cleaning up pebbles from
Conner's imagined defeat implies the

a damaged stone fence.

importance of tradition.
something glorious.
canopy of missiles."

Gregg "had the thought that here was

Battles of old had swayed beneath such a
Later, Gregg has the feeling that, by

attacking Conner, "He had shown there were

rights..17

14Ib1d., p. 91.
15Ibid., p. 92.
16Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, p. 32.
17 Ibid., pp. 92, 100.

The only
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right they demand is the right to live as they always had, a way in
keeping with their temperament.
old people in other ways.

Updike suggests a victory for the

The fair itself is a point of conflict

between Conner and the old people.

There had always been a fair,

and the old people have it despite Conner.

Also, they expect the

band to play because it had always played on the day of the fair.
Hamilton feels

.at "for Updike this exhibition of America's past

gives heart again to an America that has lost its individuality, its
belief in work and its own history."18
The fact that there is something desirable in the past that
is in danger of being lost is shown during the fair.

Updike explains

that the man who came to buy articles from the oh; people "had
discovered that in this age there existed a hungry market for
anything . . . savouring of an older America.

There was a keen

subversive need, at least in the cities, for objects that showed
the trace of a hand, whether in an irregular seam, the crescent
cuts of a chisel, Cr the dents of a forge hammer."19
A writer in Time states that Updike has a feeling "that the
national past contained a wholeness and essential goodness that have
now evaporated.

Updike sees not a catastrophe but an approach to

fulfillment in past American experience. .
Hook and an old friend, Fred Kegerise, who comes to the fair,
discuss past Presidents and political parties.

In contrast to the

18Hamilton, "Chronicler," p. 746.
19Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, p. 104.
20.
'View from the Catacombs," Tire, April 26, 1968, p. 66.

F
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Presidents who had "mettle," Kegerise observes:
all ch.ged. . . .

"Public office is

All these examinations and boards of professors

and cities managed by schoolboys they never heard of or asked for-there's not an elective office left, except the hichest, and there
there's but one party.„21 It is this that is left from the
evaporation of political traditions.

Updike makes clear his feeling

about the relation of the present to the past in these lines:
Heart had gone out of these people; health was the
principal thing about the faces of the Americans that
came crowding through the broken wall to the poorhouse
fair. They were just people, members of the race of
white animals that had cast its herd over the land of
six continents. Highly neural, brachycephalic, uniquely
able to oppose their thumbs to the four other digits,
they bred within elegant settlements, and both burned
and interred their dead. History had passed on beyond
them. They remembered its moment and came to the fair
to be freshened in the recollection of an older America,
the America of Dan Patch and of Senator Beveridge
exhorting the Anglo-Saxons to march across the Pacific
and save the beautiful weak-minded islands there, an
America of stained-glass lampshades, hardshell evanoelists,
Flag Days, ice men, plug tobacco, China trade, oval windows
marking on the exterior of a house a stair landing within,
pungent nostrums for catarrhal complaints, opportunism,
churchgoing, and well -worded orations in the glare of a
cemetery on summer days. The London Pacts with the
Eurasian Soviet had been new in the experience of
America, who had never fought a war that was not a holy
war, and never lost one once begun. There was to be as
war; we were to be allowed to decay of ourselves. And
the population soared like diffident India's, and the
economy swelled, and iron became increasingly dilute,
and houses more niggardly built, and everywfiere was
sufferance, good sense, wealth, irreligion, and peace.
The nation became one of pleasure-seekers; the people
continued to live as cells of a body do in the coffin,„
for the conception "America” had died in their skulls."
21 Updike,

The Poorhouse Fair, p. 105.

22Ibid., pp. 109-10. This is an especially good example of
Updike's use of direct preachment rather than effective fictional
technique.

r •
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The people, then, come to the fair hoping to regain a touch
with the customs and glories of a lost America.

Also, William Van

•0.

O'Connor points out that "The visitors to the fair seek power, sexual
encounters, and money.

These three—power, sex, and money—compose

their dream of the world and their roles in it."23 During the fair
Updike intertwines the conversations of various visitors--boys
seeking experiences with their girl friends, men trying to pressuresell to their own neighbors, and women trying to impress other
women.

All these penple attend the fair in order to recover a bit

of the lost past, but they leave when night comes. The old people
remain "to guard the gates of the deserted kingdom."24
Gerry Brenner sees Rabbit, Run as a "lament for the loss of
traditional values. .

And more than simply examining and

describing the problems of the traditionless hero, Updike predicts
effects."

Brenner contends that without values or guidelines for

action man will tend to revert to animalistic responses "both in
crisis and normal situations."25

This loss of traditional values

explains the situation of most of Updike's characters.

Brenner

claims that by portraying people who are not at ease in the present,
Updike shows how "modern man's impulse for the natural, his instinct,
23William Van O'Connor, "John Updike and William Styron:
The Burden of Talent," in Contemporary American Novelists, ed.
by Harry T. Moore (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University
Press, 1964), p. 208. Hereinafter referred to as "Burden of
Talent."
24
Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, p. 12/.
25Gerry
Brenner, "Rabbit, Run: John Updike's Criticism
of the 'Return to Nature,'" Twentieth Century Literature, XII
(April, 1966), 3. Hereinafter referred to as "CritriSm."
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is urged upon him by the breakdown of the prescriptive

world."26

Rabbit experiences this breakdown in the present, in his adult life.
Once a high school basketball star, he now is a second-rate salesman.
Updike says, "Yet in his time Rabbit was famous through the country;
in basketball in his junior year he set a B-league scoring record
that in his senior year he broke with a record that was not broken
until four years later, . . ."27

Although athletic skill is hardly

a secure basis for one's sense of well-being, it did give Rabbit a
center of values, guidelines by which he could live.

The game

contained rules, rewards, and punishments, which gave Rabbit a
pattern by which he could determine his actions.

No such pattern

exists for him now, and he relies on his natural instincts to guide
him.

The manner in which he reacts to various situations in his

life shows that Rabbit has lost the central convictions on which
he might base his actions. "Updike's philosophical conservatism
[Brenner thinks] conceives of the romantic dream of returning to
nature, in its worse sense, as the ultimate extension of the loss
28
of traditional values, ideals, laws."

Bryant N. Wyatt comments

that there is no justification for Rabbit's actions, "no convincing
motive for . . . virtually any of his . . . despicable acts. All
29
However, Updike's
Updike gives us is a spate of mutterings. . . .11
26Ibid., p. 4.
27Updike, Rabbit, Run, p. 9.
28Brenner, "Criticism,

p. 14.

29Bryant N. Wyatt, "John Updike: The Psychological
Novel in Search of Structure," Twentieth Century Literature,

011111".^0 "row.
."4100,
eif.%""'"°"""ritillr't'''''ic
,
'
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serious reasons for creating such a character are noted by
Alfred P. Klauser:
Yet there can be no doubt that Updike's is a
prophetic voice crying brutally and coarsely in our
stainless steel wilderness. He excoriates the sadness
and emptiness of American life.

I.

If you believe that underneath the surface of our
Grandma Moses concept of American life there is a
sickness unto deathl this novel [Rabbit, Run]
provides the text.3u
Wyatt explains that in Updike's works "there is a
preoccupation with the gropings of the sensitive individual engaged
in a struggle to penetrate and impose meaning upon the flux of his
experiences. 31

The past for Updike sometimes finds its expression

in individual memories--the occurrences and scenes from childhood
that had a special significance for the individual.

Updike feels

that these memories are not simply worthless past experiences, but
rather, the key to future completeness.

Arthur Mizener believes

that Updike "is preoccupied with a feeling about the past that is
32
characteristic of the nineteenth-century romantics, .
He
."
uses as an illustration of Updike's regard for the past these lines
from Bock XII of Wordsworth's Prelude:
XIII (July, 1967), 92. Hereinafter referred to as "Psychological
Novel." Wyatt's comment seems rather harsh, since obviously Updike
is illustrating a man lacking traditional values to guide him.
?nAlfred P. KIauser, "Steel Wilderness," The Christian
Century, February 22, 1961, p. 246.
31

Wyatt, "Psycholcoical Novel," p. P9.

37
.
-Arthur
Mizener, A Sense of Life in the Modern Novel
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1964)TP. 256.
4+,
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I am lost, Lut see
In simple childhood something of the base
On which thy greatness stands, but this I feel,
That from thyself it comes, that thou must give,
Else never canst receive. The days gone by
Return upon me almost from the dawn
Of life: the hiding -places of man's power
Open; I would approach them, but they close.
I see by glimpses now; when age comes on,
May scarcely see at all; and I would give,
While yet we may, as far as words can give,
Substance and life to what I feel, enshrining,
Such is my hope, the spirit of the Past
For future restoration.
Such recollection is important to Updike.

In his persistent use

of the past, he seems to be seeking values and experiences from his
childhood, which he fears are missing from his adult life.

Mizener

thinks that "it is the actual experience in which the saving truth
is incarnate, and it worries him to lose the least fragment of it,
as he seems to feel he is gradually losing his understanding of
the past. . . ."33
Often the memories come directly from Updike's own youth,
as his settings come from his own acquaintance with a particular
area.

All of Updike's novels are set in the east, in the Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, New York area.
special significance

Pennsylvania and New York have a

or Updike.

Mizener points out that "The Olinger

of Updike's stories is evidently the Shillington, Pennsylvania, where
Updike himself grew up."34

Olinger, the small town which is the

setting of many of Updike's stories, is always associated with fond
memories of family love and a regard for the idealisms of an age gone
by.

New York, however, is associated with the cold, impersonal world
33Ibid., pp. 257-5A.
p. 248.
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as Updike now sees it.

Mizener feels that these associations cause

a conflict in Updike's style.

He states,

There are . . . two writers in Updike, the
dazzlingly talented young man with the desire to
become a conventional success--a Time magazine
professor or a cosmopolitan, urbane, New Yorker
wit--and the romantic American haunted by a smalltown childhood that glows in his memory with a
unique intensity of felt reality. His work shows
the struggle that has gone on between the
sophisticated urban wit and the romantic with his
transcendentalist feeling that the life of
Shillington, Pennsylvania, he kuw as a boy was
lived in the light of Ciernity.ip
Updike's characters, too, are patterned after people from his
childhood.

Peter Caldwell in The Centaur seems to be Updike as a boy.

Peter's father perhaps is Updike' father--both were teachers.
Through Peter, Updike remer-- s the dedication of his own father to
the teaching profession and the responsibility he felt for his family.
These memories hold a very special meaning for Updike, who feels that
they are involved in the forgotten past.

Granville Hicks believes

that "Updike, however, is!not merely making use of autobiographical
materials; he is engaging in an ardent pursuit of the past.

Updike's

aim is to preserve certain of these moments not out of nostalgia but
because they give meaning to life."36
Updike's use of the mythological past in The Centaur has been
the target of much criticism.

Some critics feel that the use of the

Chiron myth was an attempt to add Olympian dimensions to a story of
3

.

p. 249. The winner of this struggle may well be a
deciding factor in UpdiKe's success in sustaining the status of the
American novel.
36
Granville Hicks, "Mysteries of the Commonplace," Saturday
Review, March 17, 1962, p. 21.

siTple, good-natured George Caldwell.

D. J. Enright claims that

The Centaur was a fairly obvious case of mythology dragged in
by the ears to bolster up a thinnish story-line."

He continues,

. . . all this mythological paraphernalia
was unnecessary. . . . Far from gaining a
dimension from the . . . parallels, this
story of men and women is actually trivialized
thereby.37
There is truth in Enright's estimate, but he misses the point
when he sees no purpose in Updike's use of myth.

Since Updike sees

a degeneration in fundamental principles, the myth parallel seems to
be an obvious example of decay in gigantic terms--from Olympian myth
to modern reality.

David D. Galloway believes that Updike uses

mythology for two purposes:

to suggest universal, archetypal

experiences and to demonstrate through contrast modern man's
decreased stature and relevance.

He states that "The Centaur is

not merely a retelling of the myth of Chiron but an ironic
suggestion of the mythical dimensions of even the most ordinary
.38
contemporary experience.
It is often pointed out that Caldwell is not a noble creature
like Chiron--that he does not sufficiently fit the pattern.

John

Aldridge says that Caldwell's actions 'did not relate significantly
37D. J. Enright, Conspirators and
Poets (Chester Springs,
Penn.: Printed in Great Britain by T. & A. Constable Ltd.
for Dufour Editions, Inc., 1966), op. 135, 137. Richard Gilman
agrees that the mythological parallels are "merely ineffectual."
See Gilman's "Youth of an Author," New Republic, April 13, 1963,
p. 148.
38
David D. Galloway, "The Absurd an as Saint: The Novels
of John Updike," Modern Fiction Studies, X (Summer, 1964), 122.
Hereinafter referred to as "Pbsurd
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or even coherently to those of the noblest of centaurs. .

„39

Yet differences are necessary if Updike is to show changes in values
and experiences.

Modern man is not parallel to mythological man,

although ideally he could be.

Galloway explains that "what the

devaluation accomplishes is to serve as a reminder that the
experiences described in The Centaur are human experiences, even
40
If
though their significance may have mythological dimensions."
this is true there should be no complaint about the idea of the
41
Chiron-Caldwell parallel.

O'Connor feels that the mythological

parallel "enables Updike to see G. W. Caldwell against ancient
stories, to compare his strength and weakness with the strength and
42
."
weakness of the gods, his love with their love. .
The Centaur also illustrates Updike's belief that man is
uncomfortable in his present life.

Not being able to find

constructive idealisms in modern society, man is thus out of place.
Harper says of Updike's use of mythology:
It is the perfect metar;hor for Updike's view
of the human condition: neither god nor beast,
39John Aldridge, Time to Murder and Create: The Contemporary
Novel in Crisis (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1966), p. 168.
Hereinafter referred to as Novel in Crisis.
°Galloway, 'Absurd Man," p. 125.
41
One micht of course disapprove of the way Updike handles
the idea.
42
0'Connor, "Burden of Talent," p. 214. Edgar Stanley Hyman
agrees that "the Chiron-Caldwell correspondence is successful, as an
emblem of the nobility of spirit that Caldwell conceals." See Hyman's
Standards: A Chronicle of Books for Our Time (New York: Horizon
Press, 1966), p. 130.

flan is sorething of both. a creature on the
boundar:: 'o,etween heaven and earth, at home in
neither.4J
In pursuit of a past that is in danger of being forgotten,
Updike does not stop at family past, or national pz:st; he seeks
significance, then, even in ancient myth.

Pupp states:

Like Mark Twain and Henry Adams before him,
Updike is searching for a usane past. No
matter that it is the most remote in human
memory. It is usable, and offers at last a
center, pulling all the minqIiae of daily
observation towards itself."
Updike's preoccupation with the past provides the context
within which his entire thought operates.

Harper observes that

Updike concentrates on the past in his novels because 'Tire closes
the door to the past in which we must seek the meaninc of our
present condition.

Literature is this a means for recording this
meaning before it is irrevocably lost."45 The evidence is

incontrovertible, then, that any treatment of Updike's themes
must proceed in the light of the novelist's general obsession
about what now is in contrast to what once was.
43
Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 181.
44
Rupp, "Center, p. 705.
45
Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 187.
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CAPTER II
THE DECAY OF LOVE
Within the context of the disappearance of traditional
values, Updike's concern for the corruption of love relations becomes
acutely obvious.

Of all the values and idealisms that man has

believed in and depended on to give meaning and direction to his
life, love has obviously been one of the most significant.

Love

in this traditional sense has been the binding Force between man
and woman, father and son, man and God.

But according to Updike,

modern man has lost contact with the deep qualities of love.

He

no longer finds comfort or security in love, but experiences only
meaningless encounters, seldom achieving a profound relationship)
The love experience is very closely related to the religious
experience for Updike in that both are involved in man's quest for
self-identity and his hope for an escape from the despair of the
human condition.

Love is assumed to be decisive in man's search

for a meaning in his life, and in his hope for an afterlife; the
decay of love will prevent his attaining either.
quotes Updike's remark that

John C. Stubbs

Our fundamental anxiety is that we

do not exist--or will cease to exist.

Only in being loved do we

find external corroboration of the supremely high valuation each
1

Guerin La Course feels that an underlying theme in Updike's
novels is a "quest for love and its sometimes attainment." See
La Course's "The Innocence of John Updike," Commonweal, LXXVII
(February 8, 1963), 512.
21
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ego secretly assigns itself.

Stubbs explains that "According to

this attitude . . . the search for love is the quest for reassurance
of immortality, or at least for escape from the despair of human
3
mortality."
Rabbit. Run is one of updike's most obvicus and ominous
statements of his concern with the decay of love relations.
"Rabbit" Angstrom feels that his life is meaningless.

Parry

He is

disillusioned about his own worth and his place as an individual.
This seems to be the reason he runs.

He tries to run away from the

life he is leading, and, at the same time, tries to run toward the
kind of life he thinks he should be leading.

One of the thincs he

runs from is his marriage to Janice Springer, a marriage which
actually should provide a center to his existence.

Rabbit places

a great deal of importance on love, ard for him a marriage without
love is no marriage at all.

Pobert Detweiler contends that "Updike

. . is concerned with love and especially with the damaging effects
of false love relationships.,4

When Rabbit senses the falsity of

his relationship to Janice,' he runs away.
When Rabbit returns from work one evening he finds his door
locked.

After he unlocks it himself and goes in he finds Janice

2,
More Love in the Western World," Assorted Prose (New York:
Fawcett World Library, 1965), p. 299, cited by John C. Stubbs, "The
Search for Perfection in Rabbit, Run," Critioue, X (1968), 94. Hereinafter referred to as "Search for Perfection.
3
Ibid.
4
Robert Uetweiler, Four Spiritual Crises in Mid-Century
American Fiction (Jacksonville, Florida: Miller Press for the
University of Florida, 1964), p. 18. Hereinafter referred to as
Four Spiritual Crises.
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"sitting in an armcha:r with an Old-fashioned, watch
ing television
turned down low."

She hardly notices him, and when he questions her

about the locked door she only replies, "It just
locked itself."

It

has become her habit to drink too much, to ignor
e him; and he thinks
as

he looks at her, 'Just yesterday . . . she stopp
ed being pretty."5

Their life has become one of tolerance; their
relationship is
meaningless.

Rabbit feels this lack of mutual understanding in

their marriage, and as he surveys their apar
tment his thoughts seem
to reflect his feeling about the situation he
is in.

Updike says

this of him:
It seems to him he's the only person around here
who
cares about neatness. The clutter behind him
in the
room--the Old-fashioned glass with its corr
upt dregs,
the choked ashtray balanced on the easy-chair
arm,
the rumpled rug, the floppy stacks of slippery
newspapers, the kid's toys here and there broken and
stuck and jammed, a leg off a doll and a piece of
bent cardboard that went with some breakfast-box
cutout, the rolls of fuzz under the radiator
s, the
continual crisscrossing mess--clings to his back
like a tightening net.6
Faced by the realization of the condition
of their life and their
love, Rabbit does not return to Janice after
he runs away, but goes
to Marty Tothero, who introduces him to a pros
titute, Ruth Leonard.
Although Rabbit realizes her occupation, he
attempts to establish a
genuine relationship with her. The first nigh
t he stays with her,
in order to give their relationship more mean
ing, he wants to pretend
that they are married. He refuses to admit to himse
lf that he has
paid her anything; he says, "Why don't you
let me give you something
5Updike, Rabbit, Run, p. 10.
6Ibid., p. 16.
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toward your rent.n 7

In a symbolic cleansing ritual, he washes 311

traces of make-up from her face before he makes love to her.

The

next day, their relationship established, Updike says, "They have
become domestic."8

It seems terrifyingly ironic that Rabbit achieves

instantly with Ruth a better relationship than he has been able to
achieve in years with his own wife.

It does, however. illustrate

Updike's dislike of false love relationships.
As Rabbit leaves to get groceries for lunch Ruth calls out
in a wifely fashion,

Your shirt's dirty."

Feeling delight in

his relationship with Ruth, Rabbit thinks, "The thing about
her is,
she's good-natured. . . .

In all the green world nothing feels as

good as a woman's good nature."

Later as Ruth serves lunch, "he sees

she is a better cook than Janice.'9

In many ways Ruth has been able

to succeed better than Janice--as a lover, as a woman, as a
wife.
Later, when Rabbit is discussing the reason for his leavin
g
Janice with the Episcopal minister, Jack Eccles, Rabbit
says, "You
don't really think I can tell ya but I will.
real well.

I really did.

I once played a game

And after you're first-rate at something,

no matter what, it kind of takes the kick out of being secon
d-rate.
And that little thing Janice and I had going, boy, it
was really
second-rate."10

With Ruth he feels that he has again achieved that

"first-rate" feeling.

But even his relationship with Ruth is

7Ibid., p. 62.
sIbid.
, p. 76.
9Ibid., pp. 79-SO.
10Ibid.
, p. 90.
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destroyed when he learns that she had spent a week-end with Ronnie
Harrison, a high school rival who, Rabbit remembers, was "a notorious
bedbug."

He persists in questioning Puth about him and when Ruth

asks, "Why does Harrison mean so much to you?", Rabbit replies,
"Because he stinks.
I stink.

n 11

And if Harrison is the same to you as me then

Rabbit, then, is seeking a respectable identity.

With

Ruth he at first believes that he has found a meaning and identity;
but now he feels just like any of her lovers, not like a true person.
After forcing Ruth into a perverted act which fully identifies her
with her occupation, Rabbit returns to Janice, who is at the hospital
about to give birth to their second child.

The thought of this gives

some hope to Rabbit, who "runs most of the way to the hospital," and
on the way he prays, "Make it all right."12
When he first visits Janice after their daughter is born, it
seems that they will be able to renew their relationship, but during
the second visit they argue about everything.

Janice tells Rabbit

that she does not know if they still have their apartment because
she has not paid the rent for two months.

They argue,

Well did the landlord call?
What happened to the furniture? Did he
put it out on the street?
I don't know.
You don't know. Well what do you
know? What have you been doing all this
time? Sleeping?
I was carrying your baby.
Well hell, I didn't know you had
to keep your whole mind on that all the
11

Ibid., p. 155.

12

p. 162.
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tire. The trouble with you, kid, is you
just don't give a damn. Really.13
Rabbit, realizing that this is not helping their relationship, tells
Janice that he loves her.

She replies absent-mindedly, "I love you,

and asks for a quarter for the pay television.
Janice then ignores Rabbit and is so absorbed in the television
that she does not realize when he leaves the room.

He goes to see his

new daughter and at the sight of her is overcome by a feeling of duty
and responsibility.
to try.

He wants to be a good father and husband and vows

Since Janice's father had paid the rent, he and Nelson, his

son, move back into their apartment and for a week Rabbit and Nelson
are happy.

Rabbit enjoys keeping the apartment clean and taking

Nelson to ball games and to the park.
father and husband.
existence.

He welcomes the duties of a

He has for the moment found a basis for his

Then Janice and the baby, whom they have named Rabecca

June, return home from the hospital.

Rabbit and Janice try to

continue a desirable relationship, but it seems too much for them.
The baby cries, and Nelson, only two years old, cries and is
irritable because of her.
in her appearance.

Janice begins to drink and loses interest

Finally, she rejects Rabbit, and he leaves again.

The worst effect of this corrupted love is the death of their new
baby, who possibly would have been the force to unite them.

When

Rabbit leaves again, Janice begins drinking heavily and allows the
baby to drown while attempting to give her a bath.

Learning of

the accident, Rabbit returns, and in a desperate tdlk with the
minister he asks, "What shall I do?"
13
Ibid., p. 180.

-1

The minister replies, "re a
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4

good husband.

A good father.

Love what you have left."

He

continues, "I think marriage is a sacrament, and that this tragedy,
terrible as it is, has united you and Janice in a sacred way. 14
For a time Rabbit feels this too and he seems to come close to an
understanding of his situation.

But at the funeral he is overcome

with the tragedy of his whole existence, and when no one understands
his remorse, not even Janice, he runs away from the cemetery, away
from his wife and family again.

He returns to Ruth, who is pregnant,

and informs him that he must make a decision.
work it out.

She says, "Now you

You divorce that wife you feel sorry for about once

a month, you divorce her or forget me."
I'll work it out. H15

He admits, "That's fair.

But he is unable to find anything of value

in either relationship and leaves Ruth too, running to search for
something that would give real meaning to his life.

Richard Rupp

feels that "Updike's style in this novel projects powerful
feelings—innocence, isolation, self-delusion, betrayal.
cannot project Rabbit's sense of himself.

16

But it

Many times Rabbit

compares his love relationships in the present to those in the past.
He has fond memories of his family, fond memories of when he first
knew Janice.

Rupp explains that "the values on which the emotion

rests are the same:

familial love and a sense of the Past.

.17
to resolve the present and the Past, Rabbit runs.
14,
Ibid., pp. 233-34.
15

Ibid., p. 253.

16Rupp, "Center," p. 701.
17Ibid., p. 703.
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Whereas in Rabbit, Run Updike shows the results of false
or corrupted love relations, in The Centaur he shows love
at its
height.

The main thrust of the novel is in the sacrifice that

George Caldwell makes for his son Peter, and Peter's reali
zation
of this sacrifice.

Granville Hicks believes that "Peter is saved
by his father's sacrifice from Rabbit's fate..18 Altho
ugh the

fact of the mythological parallel of Chiron and Caldw
ell has been
noted, Harper feels that the importance is in the "diff
erence in
the meaning of the suffering of Chiron and Caldw
ell."

He explains

that Caldwell has no immortality to give, but "atta
ins a kind of
g
immortality by sacrificing himself for others.'

Caldwell is

motivated by his love for his son and the desir
e to be assured that
Peter will be able to develop a sense of selfhood.20
Referring to
the quotation from Karl Barth that begins The Centaur,
Harper
states that "This hopless estrangement of heaven and earth
, of the
ideal and the actual, is the bitter truth from which Caldw
ell is
trying to protect his son.

Furthermore, Harper feels that

Caldwell's concern does not end with his son, but embra
ces all mankind.
Harper adds that Caldwell "really suffers not becau
se he knows too
little about life, but because he knows too much.

r4

10

He sees through

18
Granville Hicks, "Generations of the Fifties: Malamud,
Gold, and Updike," in The Creative Present, ed.
by Nona Balakiam
and Charles Simmons (New York: Doubleday and Compa
ny, 1963,)
p. 236. Hamilton also states that "through his [Cald
well's]
sacrificial love he keeps open the possibility of whole
ness for
his son Peter." See Hamilton's 'Chronicler," p.
746.
19
Harper, Desperate Faith, pp. 174-75.
Updike did not need to form a mythological parallel to
explain Caldwell's love for his son. It would
have been evident
in the personality of George Caldwell.
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superficial appearances into the heart of chaos."21

It is from this

chaos that he strives to keep his son.
Galloway explains that "the metaphor through which the
Caldwells move is the metaphor of love created by 'Chiron' Caldwell,
who maintains not only the ability to keep going, but also to keep
loving, in a world where no pleasant rewards encourage his
22
struggles."
Caldwell has to struggle with students, principal,
peers, and even his own health, in order to continue living.
Although some critics think that Caldwell commizted suicide
at the end of the novel,23 a more logical explanation is offered by
Alvin D. Alley and Harper, who believe that a literal death for
Caldwell would not justify the parallel of Chiron-Caldwell.

Alley

contends that "There can be no true correlation of the myth of
Chiron and the reality of Caldwell if Caldwell dies."24

Caldwell

must live for Peter to reach the life Caldwell wishes for him.
Alley believes that Updike has given his narrator, Peter, a
transcendental imagination that "Has no bounds; it can visualize
that with which it has no connections.
dimensional, free."
21

It is timeless, non-

In this way Alley explains the metaphoric death

Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 177.

,
22-u
alloway, "Absurd Man," p. 123.
23The belief
that Caldwell comritted suicide is supported by
Enright, Conspirators and Poets, p. 136; Hyman, Standards: A Chronicle
of Books for Our Time, p. 132; Wyatt, "Psychological Novel," p. 93; and
Norman Podhoretz, Doings and Undoinas: The Fifties and After in
American Writing (New York: Noonday Press, 1964), p. 252.
2A'Alvin
D. Alley, "The Centaur: Transcendental Imagination
and Metaphoric Death," English Journal, V (October, 1967), 983.
Hereinafter referred to as "Metaphoric Death."
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of Caldwell.

The obituary 25 which see—s to imply Caldwell 's death, is

thus a product of Peter's imagination.

Alley claims that "It is

exactly the type of thing a young boy, seemingly surro
unded by death,
would imagine."26 Harper feels that as a product
of Peter's
imagination, it marks the entry of his overwhelming aware
ness of the
meaning of hi:, father's mortality..27 Here, too,
Peter seems to
realize his parallel as Prometheus and become aware
of the sacrifice
his father is making for him.28

When Caldwell goes back to his car

at the end of the novel he is symbolically sacrificin
g himself.
Chiron goes to a chariot that will take him to liter
al death, but
Caldwell, Alley believes, goes to "the car that will
take hiw back to
school and his metaphoric death.

Chiron accepts death over life;

Caldwell accepts a life that is death.

Only in this way does he

sacrifice himself for Peter. 29
Alley's considerable documentation of the metaphoric
al death
of Caldwell seems valid.

He points out Chiron's concern about his

inability to work a cure for his daughter, that is
Caldwell's son.30
Peter is terrified by his father's death or disap
pearance, and Caldwell
is "groggy with woes" about him.31 Caldwell says
that he is unable to
25
Updike, The Centaur, pp. 130-33.
26Alley, "Metaphoric Death," p. 983.
27
Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 180.
28Again, no mythological parallel is needed to help Peter
realize the sacrifice that his father is making for
him.
29
Alley, "Metaphoric Death," p. 984.
30
Updike, The Centaur, p. 76.
31 Ibid., p. 148.

31

co on a sabbatical because Peter would have no one to take care of
him and he does not want to die until Peter "has a clue."

Also, he
does not want to die and leave Peter like his father did him. 32
Alley contends that all of these things make it clear that Caldwe
ll
could not literally die and still accomplish what he wishes
for his
son.

If he dies, his sacrifice would be truly meaningless.

More-

over, Alley believes that
A literal death would destroy the archetypal image
of ritual sacrifice. A literal death would need more
proof than the author has given us. A literal death
would, in consequence, be, not a sacrifice, but an
escape.33
Harper, too, notes, with stress on the preposition, that
"Caldwell gives up his life . . . to others because he loves
them.34
Rather than simply returning to a life that is only suffe
ring, Updike
also seems to imply that Caldwell comes to a realization which
wil
make his life easier.

Through his love for others, he has found a

meaning for his own life.

Updike says, "He discovered that in
giving his life to others he entered a total freedom.u35 Harpe
r
believes that in this total freedom a kind of symbolic heaven
is
attainable.

He states,

And paradoxically, the acceptance of death, the
acceptance of our mortality, is our ticket for such
a journey. In that acceptance the animal part of us
dies and we are set among the stars. It is this
32
Ibid., pp. 168-69.
33
Alley, "Metaphoric Death," pp. 984, 985.
34Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 179.
35Updike, The Centaur, p. 220.
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climactic epiphany, rather than the physical death
of Caldwell which the final pages of The Centaur
reveal."
Thus, because of Caldwell's love for Peter, he is able to come
to a realization about himself, and, at the same time, save Peter
from living a meaningless life.

Unlike Rabbit, he does not need to

seek a center to give his life meanina; Caldwell has done that for
him and Peter realizes it. He says, "His upper half was hidden from
37
me, I knew best his legs."
Aldridge has bluntly stated that Of the Farm has a message
that Updike tries to hide and that is "Mr. Updike has nothing to
,38
say.
Enright proclaims that "Here Mr. Updike makes no real effort
to camouflage the thinness of his material, whether with generous
sexual detail or by means of mythological shadow plays.

Of the Farm

is more or less honestly naked, thin and pointless."39

Perhaps Joey

Robinson's situation appears like a case study from introductory
psychology; yet, here again, Updike shows his concern with love and
self-identity.

Joey, his mOther, and his wife have doubts about

themselves and about their relationship to each other.

The failure

of the characters to accept a correct attitude toward love leads to
the lack of self-identity for all of them.

Rupp explains that "these

characters are afraid of love's responsibilities, of life in the
36
Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 181.
37
Updike, The Centaur, p. 201.
33Aldridge, Novel in Crisis, p. 170.
1

39Enright,
.4

Conspirators and Poets, p. 139.
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present--yet Updike's epigraph from Sarte insists on the need to
be free in the present."40
The novel presents a confrontation which allows the characters
to explore their attitudes, doubts, and feelings and possibly come to
better understanding of each other.41 Harper feels that a majcr
problem in the novel is the need for freedom.

By attaining freedom

from various misgivings, each of the characters can develop a better
attitude toward love and its responsibilities.

Joey needs to be free

from his mother's idea of what he should become, from his wife's
jealousy of his past, and from his own doubt and ouilt.

Peggy

should be free from her mother-in-law's disapproval of her, from
Joey's jealousy of her past, and from her idealization of her present
role.

Mrs. Robinson needs freedom from Joey's assumptions about

her destruction of his father and his first marriage and from her
feeling that she and the farm are a burden.42
All three reveal these needs in various ways.

Joey feels

that he is a disappointment to his mother because he is not a poet,
as she would have preferred, but instead, a New York advertising
consultant.

When he asks her if his step-son, Richard, should be a

poet, she replies, "No, I've thought that about one boy and I try
not to repeat myself.

The world is so different now. There are so
few jobs that seem to do anything."43 Peggy warns Joey, "One thing

tl

,4

40Ru-pp, "Center," p. 708.
41
Updike loses sight of his main point, however, by
introducing too many psychologicul possibilities.
42
Harper, Desperate Faith, pp. 183-84.
43
Updike, Of the Farm, p. 23.
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I want very clear with you, Joey.
that again.

Don't throw Joan in my face like

You made your choice.

I had no power over you and
tried to be honest with you and you made your choice."44 Joey feels
guilty about allowing his mother to live alone on the farm.

As he

looks at the Christmas, birthday, anniversary, and Mother's Day
gifts that he has sent his mother through the years, which she has
displayed around the rooms of her house, he thinks, "I felt these
gifts, however expensive, to have been cheap substitutes for my
love and presence, and it was as if, entering the remembered
interior expecting to find my austere youth, I found instead the
scintillation dregs of my corruption..45

Yet, Joey cannot understand

the way he al7ows his mother to rule him and destroy his love for
Peggy.

He says, "I'm thirty-five and I've been through hell and

I don't see why that old lady has to have such a hold over me. 46
Mrs. Robinson, very hostile toward Peggy throughout the
novel, finally tells Peggy that she should allow her son to use his
imagination.

When Peggy becomes annoyed with her, she says, "She

takes my grandchildren from me, she turns my son into a gray-haired
namby-pamby, and now she won't let me show this poor disturbed child
a little affection which he badly needs."47

Later she tells Joey,
"You've taken a vulgar woman to be your wife."48 When Joey keeps
44
Ibid., p. 124.
45Ibid., p. 17.
46Ibid., p. 38.
47Ibid., p. 84.
48Ibid., p. 104.
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demanding to know about the other men with whom Peggy was acquainted
before him, she begs, "Listen.

This was all before you existed for

me, it's like worrying about what happened before you were born.
Don't you feel that I love you?"49 She seems to idealize her present
relationship to him, and this, too, prevents their true understanding
of each other.

She tells Mrs. Robinson, "I was the first woman he's

ever met who was willing to let him be a man."
was her secret song."50

Updike adds, "This

Mrs. Robinson is tormented by Joey's idea that she
destroyed his father by her desire to own a fain.

Joey thinks, "My

mother was bothered by my saying, an hour back, of my father, 'He
never farmed,' and implying, with this, that the farm had been a
burden upon him and had shortened his life. I felt this was
.51
true. .
He also accuses her of ruining his marriage to
Joan.

He asks her, "Why did you dislike Joan so much?

you made me dislike her."52

In the end

Complicating her torment is her thought

that she and her farm are a burden to Joey and possibly he would
rather not have to take care of them.

Telling Richard about the

farm, she hesitates and adds, "I'm sure that Joey . . . has told
you already more than you want to know. .
He probably never talks about the farm.
49
Ibid., p. 72.
50Ibid., p. 84.
51
Ibid., p. 27.
5'ibid., p. 1C.2.
53Ibid., p. 21.

.

Or maybe he hasn't.

It's alweys depressed him."53
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These people, struggling under such doubts and fears,
continue to torture themselves and one another, but Harper feels
that durino the week-end visit "they become better able to accept
each other, and therefore themselves, for what they are."54

By

such acceptance, th: characters can begin to achieve the kind of
love they need to develop a sense of self.

The point of realization

for Joey, Peggy, and Mrs. Robinson comes when Mrs. Robinson begins
breaking plates in anger and frustration, and Peggy, equally angered,
attempts

break a sugar bowl.

They each hurl out their suspicions

and from then on become more open and honest with each other.

Near

the end of the novel Mrs. Robinson tells them, "I want you all to
go back to New York where you belong.

You've done your duty, all

three of you, and you've made this old woman very happy, . . " To
Richard she says, "The next time . . . I'll try not to get between
you and your mother.

That's a naughty thing for an old witch to do."

To Joey she says, "Don't worry about the mowing, Joey. .
You did
the man-sized part..55 Of Joey and Peggy, Harper feels that "Joey
begins to see their differences as assets rather than liabilities to
their marriage.

By letting her Peggy be herself they can achieve a

relationship of greater dimensions

.56

Thus, in a brief account,

Updike again shows failing love relationships and a reversal that
could lead to a better situation for the people involved.
54
Harper, ks.perate Faith, p. 184.
55Updike, nf the Farm, p. 126. Such a resolvement of
supposedly vital p-ralems reduces the situation to almost
melodramatic status.
56Harper,
Desperate Faith, p. 185.
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Updike's most open and straightforward statement of love's
corru;tion appears in his latest novel, Couples.
state of decay, saturates the novel.

Love, in its worst

Updike has been highly criticized

for the abundance of sexual activity which permeates the novel.

Diana

Trilling has suggested that Updike has given only a "fancied-up
pornography."

She points out that Couples meets the specifications

of pornography in its obsessiveness, repetitiveness, overtness,
infantilism, and tediousness.
is no help.

Also, she feels that Updike's prose

She states that

In Couples, . . . Mr. Updike is tempted to a new
verbal excess, often to the point of nonsense. This
much sexual liberalness together with this much verbal
debauchery makes a wearying combination, as wearying
as the combination of sexual debauchery 00 verbal
liberalness in conventional pornography.'
Possibly one would agree with any complaint about the novel -its sexual frankness, tiresome repetition, and "verbal debauchery."
Yet, perhaps Updike felt that he must shock the reader into an
awareness of what he has been saying, all alona.
accused of hiding what he intended to say.
atter7t to satisfy those accusers.

Before, he had been

Possibly Couples is an

Jose Yglesias feels that the most

striking thing about Couples is "Updike's attempt to break out of the
intirist, unpolitical, miniaturist mold that had become his official
bust.

He seers to be responding to the critics who wrongly argued

that he had 'nothing to say,' by choosing the 'larger social canvas'
from which, ipso facto, significance must emerge."58 Paymond A. Sokolov
57Diana Trilling, "Updike's Yankee Traders," Atlantic,
CCXXI (April, 1968), pp. 130-31.
May

58Jose
Yglesias, "Coupling and Uncoupling," Nation,
3, 1968, p. 637.
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agrees that "this time around no one will
be able to snecr quite so
loudly about style without content.
Updike has found a theme. 59
Vhatever Updike is accused of, it is usua
lly admitted that in Couples
he does have something to say.
To say what is wrong with love toda
y, Updike chooses ten
couples of Tarbox, Massachusetts.
The couples, with their affluence,
affairs, and abortions, illustrate
love gone wrong. An article in
Time states that "Couples is . . . a
lament for the pampered, wayward
millions of today. . . . Updike may
have found in the hedonistic
couples of Tarbox the explosive expr
ession of his theme that his
work has always lacked."60 Love in
Tarbox has been reduced to
sexuality. It provides no basis for
identity or responsibility.
Those involved are participants beca
use of boredom. They are wealthy,
sophisticated, educated adults, who turn
to sex to provide somethiny
that is lacking in their lives; but sex
itself offers nothing. They,
like Rabbit, experience false love
relationships. Anatole Broyard
feels that sex in Updike "s,?ems only
an antidote to boredom and
emptiness--a negative activity."61
Apparently Updike has a purpose
in displaying such negativism. Will
iam P. Hill states that "The
sexual act and all its components in
the form of bodily parts,
imaginings, approaches, discussions
--these permeate the book. .
Hill adds that
59
Raymond A. Sokolov, "Musical Beds,"
Newsweek, April 8,
1962, p. 125.
60“v
iew from the Catacombs," Time, April
26, 1968, p. 66.
61
Anatole Brovard, "Updike's Twosomes,"
New Republic,
May 4, 1963, p% 29.
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this one human function is not taken as an end
in
itself, and Couples is not pornography; sex is
not
only-symbolically and actually-the tragedy of
the
town of Tarbox, but sex has the one set of terms
62
by which the town can understand its own sadn
ess.
This sadness is illustrated by the couples who
seek, but
never find, qualities which would give hope
to their lives; they
can only, like Rabbit, continue running, conti
nue seeking. Piet
Hanema, around whom m-ch cf the action centers,
cannot evoke the
least amount of affection from his wife, and there
fore has an
affair with three other women.

The basis of these affairs, resting

only on sexual pleasure, since it offers
no deep attachment, cannot
prove rich or enduring. Piet does divor
ce his wife to marry Foxy
Whitman, the third woman with whom he has an affa
ir. Although they
share a relationship based only on sexual attr
action, Piet and Foxy
seem to have some promise of a better future.

Piet, like Rabbit, has

found a more satisfactory relationship in
perverted love than he
could in his marriage. Perhaps this is Updik
e's way of showing how
far love has diminished in modern society,
and how urgent is the
erotic impulse and how essential it is for peopl
e to find intensity
of passion.
Trilling feels that "Eventually the wheel on which
these
people are turning slows down.

A change of pace, if not the
63
abandonment of the sexual preoccupation,
is accomplished."
At
the end of the novel all the affairs are dissolve
d, Piet and Foxy
move away, and the remaining couples take up
bridge as their new
62 .„.
p. 757.

B. Hill, Review of Couples, America, June 8,
1968,

63
Trilling, 'Updike's Yankee Traders," p. 130.
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antidote to boredom.

The inhabitants of the modern affluent society

continue living, without love, without responsibility, without
identity.

Although here, and thrcughout his novels, Updike is too

obvious and didactic in technique (often inexcusably), no one can
quarrel with the seriousness of the problem he singles out for
attention.

If his fictive subtlety were greater, he might be a

major writer—but secondary status certainly seems probable.

'
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CHAPTER III
THE DECAY OF RELIGION
Because corruption of traditional values has led to the
human condition as Updike sees it, he is pa-ticularly concerned with
the decline of religious life.

He feels that the redemptive powers

of religion, which once offered meaning and hope, are now insignificant.
As a result, there are no codes of conduct for living, and death is a
frightening finality to existence.

With each novel, Updike becomes

more concerned with the ineffectiveness of religion.

In reply to

those who say Updike has nothing to say, Hamilton states:
My view is that Mr. Updike has
he keeps on saying it consistently
in story after story. He tells us
that once had faith in GO but now
itself that God is dead.'

plenty to say, and
and relentlessly,
about the America
has almost convinced

The manner, however, in which Updike chooses to tell us about
lost faith is the problem.

Here again, he chooses not a subtle

approach, but open preachment.

In The Poorhouse Fair Updike insists

on a belief in God to provide comfort during life and the promise of
an afterlife.

Almost naively, Updike supports a traditional

religious feeling, demanding a strict adherence to the idealisms and
rituals of Christianity.

Harper claims that "Updike favors the older

view, even though he recognizes its shortcomings."2
1

Hamilton, "Chronicler," p. 745. Although Updike warns about the
death of God, he has not lost faith in man's ability to find redemption.
2
Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 165.
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Norris W. Yates believes that

the need for God and for a

divinely inspired morality is a major theme in Updike's first novel,
The Poorhouse Fair."3

The inmates of the poorhouse cling to their

beliefs in spite of the degenerative world around them.

One of the

4
reasons they loved Mendelssohn is that "he had a natural faith."
They too have a natural faith that allows them to believe in an afterlife.

The old people do not fear death as some of Updike's later

characters do. Thaddeus Muradian feels that the old people see death
as a "necessary end to the beginning of something better. 15

One of

the old people, Amy Mortis sa2.s, "We hang on and hang on and spend our
time on such foolishness . . . when if we had any sense we'd let the
6
Lord take us and start us off fresh."
Whereas the old people conceive of Heaven as a real placr,
where their pains will he relieved and everyone will live in joy and
comfort, Conner believes that heaven will exist on earth in the form
of a welfare state.

He says:

I'll try to tell you . . . my conception of
Heaven. . . . I see it placed on this earth.
There will be no disease. There will be no
oppression, political or economic, because the
administration of power will be in the hands
of those who have no hunger for power, but who
are, rather, dedicated to the cause of all
humanity.
3
Norris W. Yates, "The Doubt and Faith of John Updike."
College English, YXVI (March, 1965), 470. Hereinafter referred to
as "Doubt and Faith."
4Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, p. 22.
-Thaddeus Muradian, "The World of John Updike," English
Journal, LIV (October, 1965), 580.
6Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, p. 23.
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No longer suffering but Peauty will be
worshipped. Art will no longer mirror struggle
but fulfillment.7
This almost sounds acceptable, but Conner excludes human desire and
feeling.

He assumes that people would enjoy the lack of worry provided

by a state that furnished everything, including emotion.
Perhaps the most adequate idea of Heaven is Elizabeth
Heinemann's, a blind woman who thinks that Heaven will be a feeling,
a sensation, rather than a reality.

She explains:

Heaven will be . . . a mist of all the joy
sensations have given us. . . . Other souls
will make themselves known like drops of water
touching our arms.
What Heaven can there be for our eyes when
vision separates, and judges, and marks
differences for envy to seize on? Why are
we taught as children to close our eyes to
pray?8
This view seems to be closer to the one Updike later develops.
All of the traditional religious ideas are brought out (too
obviously) in an argument between Conner and Hook.

Hamilton points

out that "Conner and Hook, arguing their respective creeds, reach
back to the basic issue of unbelief and faith:
vs. one ruled by a righteous creator."9

A

think, God exists?"

a meaningless universe

Conner asks, "What makes you

Hook explains that "there is what of Creation I

can see, and there are the inner spokesmen."

Conner argues that

creation was just an accident, that "lightning stirred certain acids
7
Ibid., p. 75.
Ibid., pp. 69, 70.
9Hamilton, "Chronicler," p. 746.

4:4

present on the raw earth."

Conner scoffs at the possibility that

anyone could have made the stars--"those monstrous balls of gas
Unfalteringly Hook proclaims:
This I do know, that that part of the uni-verse which
is visible to me, as distinct from that which is
related to me, is an unfailing source of consolation.
Even a spider may set us a lesson. As to the stars
which so repel you, they are to me points of light
arranged at random, to give the night sky adorn-ment.
I have sometimes thought, had you and your kind
arranged the stars, you would have set them
geometrically, or had them spell a thought-provoking
sentence.
When you get to be my age .
. you shall know this:
There is n9 goodness, without belief. There is only
busy-ness. 1°
It is obvious that Updike here favors the attitude taken by
the old people.

They achieve a victory in their stoning of Conner.

Also, the rain storm seems to defy Conner, who earlier thought that
"The weather of this day of the Fair would be . . . a judgment of
his work. . . ..11
Although Updike favors the old people, he does realize the
increasing ineffectiveness cf traditional religious thought.

One man

who brings his grandson to the fair, thinking of the boy's parents,
says that "to their shame they were giving the child no religious
instruction."

He complains that his son-in-law "had been bold enough

to say it did more harm than good in the last analysis..12

While

Updike evidently sees a need for a belief in religious thought, he
also is concerned that religion, as it is, miaht not be effectual.
10Updike, The Poorhouse Fair, pp. 80, 81.
11 Ibid., p. 30.
12Ibid., p. (16.
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Updike associates the failure of religion in man's life
with the
failure of all other idealisms.

Hamilton states:

The less we recocnize the eternal in the
temporal, the poorer and less satisfying
our work becomes., the more we ourselves
are dehumanized. 13
Updike's suspicion of traditional religion comes out full
force in Rabbit, Run.
decayed religion.

Rabbit Angstrom experiences the effects of

Detweiler says that "Updike's novel represents

a solid Protestant milieu; his characterizations and impli
ed
criticisms are of the Protestant mentality.u14

Rabbit is a Christian

and understands that religion is supposed to offer stand
ards and even
punishments when one rejects the standards.

When God's name is

mentioned on a television show, "Janice and Rabbit
become unnaturally
still:

both are Christians.

God's name makes them feel guilty."15

Rabbit feels his life crumbling around him and
feels despair because
no one is punished or led to a better life by relig
ion as he knows it.
He associates his failina marrThge with his growing
general
disillusionment.

Hamilton feels that Updike uses unfaithfulness in

marriage to illustrate the wider loss of faith in
modern society.

He

states that "lack of faith -bonds between man and wife
is followed by
decay of faith in God."16 Harper believes
that, "Confronted by chaos
in society and in the cosmos too, Rabbit is plung
ed into the familiar
13Hamilton, "Chronicler," p. 745.
14Detweiler, Four Spiritual Crises, p. 15.
15Updike, Rabbit, Run, p. 12.
16Hami1ton, "Chronicler," p. 747. Updike's demand
for truth in
love relations could be a step toward truth in relig
ious life.
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crisis of personal identify."17

Surrounded by the chaos in his life,

Rabbit searches to find his place, but all the possible solutions fail
him.

When Rabbit first runs away he goes to his coach, Marty Tothero,

who inspired him when he was younger; but Tether°, a drunk who lost his
job because of a scandal, only shows him more of the secular life.
only advice he can give is a few pale platitudes.
what the heart commands. .

.

The

He tells Rabbit, "Do

The heart is our only guide."18

confuses Rabbit more, but he does introduce him to Ruth Leonard.
finds that Ruth has no religion at all to offer him.

He only
Rabbit

Ruth doubts even

the existence of God behause she has been turned against religion by the
supposedly religious.

She tells Rabbit, "I once had a guy in here who

woke me up at eight o'clock because he had to teach Sunday school at
,19
nine-thirty.

Rabbit asks her, "Well now if God doesn't exist, why

does anything?"

She replies, "Why?

are.

There's no way to it.

Things just

2O
Eccles, the Episcopalian minister, who should have been able to

help Rabbit, succeeds no better than anyone else.

When Rabbit first

meets Eccles, who has parked his car on the wrong side of the street,
he thinks, "Funny how ministers ignore small laws."

As Eccles introduces

himself, Rabbit observes that "The white stripe of an unlit cigarette
hanging from his lips makes with the echoing collar a comic picture in
17
Harper, Desperate Faith, p. 167.
"
Updike, Rabbit, Run, p. 47.
1 9Ibid., p. 77.
20
Ibid., p. 73. Updike realizes that belief such as that
of the old peoplein the poorhouse would be meaningless to someone
who already doubted the existence of God.
•
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21
the car window."
guidance to Rabbit.

4
4t.
to

Eccles seems too secular to offer any religious
When they talk about Rabbit's leavinn Janice,

Eccles only chats about how she is feeling and seems almost to be
avoiding the real problem.

Updike says that Rabbit is "getting

slightly annoyed at the way the minister isn't bawling him out or
something."

He remarks that "he doesn't seem to know his job." -

Eccles is too concerned about outward works to be effective in helping
Rabbit.

Harper explains that Eccles is 'too enlightened to take the

long leap of irrational faith."23 he tries to solve Rabbit's problem
from his knowledge of what should be done in a case like this.
The Angstrom's own Lutheran minister, Kruppenbach, makes it
plain that he thinks Eccles is wrong.
alone is the answer to all problems.

Kruppenback believes that faith
He states in an angry tirade:

Co you think this is your job, to meddle in these
people's lives? I know what they teach you at seminary
now: this psychology and that. But I don't agree with
it. You think now your job is to be an unpaid doctor,
to run around and plug up the holes and make everything
smooth.
I've listened to your story but I wasn't listening to
what it said about the people, I was listening to what
it said about you. What I heard was this: the story of
a minister of God selling his message for a few scraps
of gossip and a few games of golf.
You say role. I say you don't know what your role is or
you'd be home locked in prayer. There is your role: to
make yourself an exemplar of faith. There is where comfort
21

Ibid., p. 86. Here again Updike becomes too obvious in
his characterization of the minister.
22
Ibid., p. 87.
23Harper,
Des_perate Faith, p. 169.
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comes from: faith, not what little
finaglina a
body can do here and there, sti
rring the bucket

.24

While right about Eccles, Kruppenba
ck represents another
extreme which is also of no help
to Rabbit. He thinks it is God's
work to help Rabbit if he is wor
th it, but he doubts that he is.
All
the possible solutions fail to
give Rabbit insight into his probler.
s,
and he is forced to keep runnin
g. Harper feels that the alternatives
offered Rabbit "define the bou
ndaries of the modern wasteland, the
trap in which man must run, but
from which there is no exit."25 Thu
s,
Updike has attempted to show
the failure of religion in modern soc
iety.
Detweiler says, "The real indict
ment of the American Protestant
society which Updike treats is its
failure to give Rabbit a saving
26
answer.
Since modern religion, having not
hing to offer, has failed,
Updike turns to other ways in whi
ch man might achieve redemption or
release from his despair. With
Rabbit there is a slight hint that
he
may find some saving grace. Miz
ener believes that "When Rabbit run
s
away . . . at the end of the nove
l it is a desperate, instinctive act,
undoubtedly futile and in some way
s, perhaps, cowardly, but at least a
continuation of the fight for lif
e as Updike sees it._"27 Rabbit
obviously has faults, but Updike
seems to be saying that man, like
Rabbit, must not give up his sea
rch for meaning. Ruth tells him tha
t
24Updike, Rabbit, Run, pp. 142
, 143.
25Harper, Desperate Faith, p.
171.
26
Detweiler, Four Spiritual Crises,
p. 22.
27Mizener, A Sense of Life in the
Modern Novel, p. 254.
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she likes hi iI1 "Cause you haven't given up.

Cause in your stupid way

you're still fighting.'"28
When Eccles questions him about his restless searching, Rabbit
replies, "Well I don't know about all this theology, but I'll tell you,
I do feel.

I guess, that somewhere behind all this . . . there's some-

thing that wants me to find it."

Eccles taunts him by saying, Of

course, all vagrants think they're on a quest."

Rabbit answers, "Well

I guess that makes your friend Jesus look pretty foolish."29

Updike

seems to point to an inner faith which the individual himself must
experience.

Since outward religion has failed, man must form his

own religious concepts.
Alvin Alley and Hugh Agee feel that Rabbit's is an existentialist
experience.

Rabbit is trying to discover the meaning of his existence

in a world that "fraudently subdues the individual, imprisoning him in a
hollow, materialistic, valueless cage,"

Alley and Agee explain that men

are "haunted by the dryness of their souls and their journeys of despair
include fierce encounters with a world whose values are twisted, uprooted,
dislocated, and for them, unintelligible."30

Rabbit is faced with this

realization and experiences several encounters which only cause his
despair to worsen.

Alley and Agee claim that "Updike sees man as trapped

in a maze of guilt and despair, running scared and in circles until he
2
8Updike, Rabbit, Run, p. 79.
29
- Ibi d., p. 107.
30Alvin D. Alley and Hugh Agee, "Existential Heroes: Frank
Alpine and Rabbit Angstron," Ball State University Forum, IX (Winter,
1968), 3. Hereinafter referred to as "Existential Heroes."
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looks inside himself for guidance."31

In feeling that what he

knows is inside him, Rabbit is beginning to show that his redemption
will core from within.

At the end of the novel Rabbit experiences

a realization of the goodness within himself.

As he is leaving

Ruth's apartment for the final run in the novel, he thinks
that
"Goodness lies inside, there is nothing outside. . . ."

Updike

says that Rabbit "feels his inside as very real suddenly, a
pure
blank space in the middle of a dense net.u32

Alley and Agee

believe that through this realization he "is able to rid himsel
f
of guilt and achieve a sense of victory."33 Earli.,r these critic
s
state that "though he is still running at the novel's close
, he
is no longer trapped in a maze and no longer scared.

Instead,

there is the thought that somewhere along his path will
come the
ultimate existential victory:

a sense of belongino wholly to his

newly discovered identity."34
Galloway observes that Rabbit is an absurd saint.

He

explains that Rabbit is not a Christian saint becaus "Chri
e
stianity
is one of the successful erivironments which fails and which
he must
35
reject."
Rabbit's saintliness comes from his realization of the
decay of religion and his rejection of the failing princi
ples.
31 Ibid., p. 4.
32Updike, Rabbit, Run, p. 254.
33
Alley and Agee, "Existential Heroes,"
P. 5.
3*Ibid.,p. 4
•
35Gallo
way, "Absurd Man,' p. 119.
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Galloway also believes Updike envisions a redemption that comes
from
within.

He states:

Rabbit, Run emphasizes that man is victimized by life
itself, and it remains for him to seek salvation
alone. . . . Heroes like Rabbit reject formal
Christianity because it is not religious enough.
What they seek is not the consolation of dogma or
ritual but some transcendent inner vision of truth
that will make life meaningful.-56
Although Updike would not agree with this attitude,
he does seem to
feel that man must seek within himself for truth
, and that this truth
may be the way to redemption.

Muradian also comments on the issue

of religion:
Updike has presented man in an endless, cyclic
battle with stakes to be taken seriously: man's
salvation will be determined by the solemness with
which he lives his life—his redemption will be
measured by his truth to himself in this life and
possibly by his hopes for the next life.37
That Rabbit (and Updike) believes in an afterlife is suppo
rted by
his dream of an eclipse, described in this passage:
He is alone on a large sporting field, or vacant lot,
littered with small pebbles. In the sky two perfect
disks, identical in size but the one a dense white and
the other slightly transparent, move toward each other
slowly; the pale one is directly above the dense one.
At the moment they touch he feels frichtened and a
voice like over a loudspeaker at a track meet announces,
"The cowslip swallows up the elder." The downward
gliding of the top one continues steadily until the
other, though the stronger, is totally eclipsed, and
just one circle is before his eyes, pale and pure.
He
understands: "the cowslip" is the moon, and "the elder
"
the sun, and that what he had witnessed is the
explanation of death: lovely life eclipsed by lovely
death. With great excitement he realizes he must
co
36

Ibid., po.
• 119, 120.

37
Muradian, "The World of John Updike," p. 583.
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forth from this field and found a new
re1igion.38
e sees that life passes easily into death.

At his daughter's funeral

e tries to tell Janice that their daughter is in Heaven, but she
_annot understand.

Only he can feel the truth in his vision.

Stubbs

- pints out that "with no way to communicate his vision . . . Rabbit
.an only run from the group of people, seeking further and hoping
- o hold what he finds."39

All in all, Updike is successful in

aking Rabbit's angle of vision a serious criticism of the failings
-,. modern religion.
In The Centaur, Updike does not focus

30

much on decayed

eligious thought; rather he portrays a man likely to receive
edemption from his own inner goodness.

Galloway feels that

.1ciwell's "experiences are almost wholly psychological, but,
ike Rabbit's they constitute a significant rebellion against
he apparent meaninglessness of life."40 Caldwell is able to
ave rot only his son, but himself, by his inward realization
:hat he survives by devoting himself to others.

Galloway states:

. . . there is no more compelling requirement
for any of Updike's characters than that of
existing--no matter how essentially absurd
the struggle for life may be. The individual
is the sole hope in the dislocated modern
environment.
The demonstration of Rabbit's and
Caldwell's pursuit of their particular
38
Updike, Rabbit, Run, pp. 234-35. Here again Updike could
c)t resist making the point very clear by saying exactly what
::bbit, and the reader, were supposed to think of the dream.
39
Stubbs, "Search for Perfection,
40Galloway
, "Absurd Man," p. 121.

p. 99.
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saintly visions is n optimistic assertio
n of
man's ability to overcone his environm
ent and
to project his compassion and concern
to the
degree of intensity at the heart
of the
religious experience.41
There can be no doubt that Updike feel
s man rust continue
living, if only in hope that some day
deeper experience will show
the path to redemption. What the path
may be, Updike does not
appear to know. He has suggested in Rabb
it, Run the failure of
complete dependence on either faith or
works as a means of salvation.
In The Centaur he seems to suggest
a combination of the two. He
implies that Caldwell's dedication
to others, along with his faith
in God, has brought a feeling of salv
ation. vates comments on
this point:
In The Centaur, Updike implies that if
one has
not entirely lost faith-if one is not
the fool
who inwardly rejects God-works may be
important
after all in giving one's life mean
ing on earth,
whether they are practically effective
or not.
He does not attempt to answer the
question of
whether salvation can be attained by
works,
but he does hint that the suffering of
the man
who tries his best to do good despite
some
doubts about eternity may be a re-enact
ment
of Christ's sacrificial atonement.
Works alone
do not save ore, but works and faith
may indeed
be combined meaningfully, and when they
are, p a
man's suffering may well be a sign of
Grace.42
It is of course to Updike's credit that
The Centaur poses such important
problems. His thematic choices are inte
resting. But, after Joyce
and Mann and Eliot, Updike's handling
of myth parallels in The Centaur
has a rather clumsy and obvious quality.
41Ibid.,

p. 127.

42
-Yates, "Doubt and Faith," p. 473.
However, Yates believes,
justifiably, that Updike's treatment of
Caldwell is too ambiguous.
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Couples_ is perhaps Updike's most confusing novel, and the
confusion touches religious matters.

Updike is obviously showing

a religiously corrupt America; it is difficult to determine exactly
what the alternatives for salvation might be.

Trilling says that

"he means to show us the dark void we build for ourselves, or already
inhabit, when lust is the builder.„43

A Time writer states that

"he dares to hope for both the reality of God and the sanity of
society, and he sees sex not as a target but as a sanctuary..44
Such opposing views suggest that Updike takes shelter in ambiguity.
Muradian says that

if we notice carefully what Updike is

saying in his works, we will see his search Cor moral responsibilities,
for answers to problems which contemporary men are evading or have
even dismissed, i.e., the questions of death and immortality and
Heaven."45

In Couples such a search is indeed undertaken.

Updike

traces the many fears and doubts about religion throughout the novel.
Tarbox is a town without religious thought or symbol.

The only

religious symbol in Tarbox is the golden weathervane above the
Congregational Church.

Piet Hanema looks at the weathervane and

reflects that "children in the town grew up with the sense that the
bird was God.

That is, if God were physically present in Tarbox,

it was in the form of this unreachable weathercock visible from

"
Trilling, "Updike's Yankee Traders,” p. 130.
44"View from the Catacombs," p. 73.
45
Muradian, "The World of John Updike," p. 583.
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everywhere.

„A6

The small, distant bird suggests how remote religion

has become.
Piet is very concerned about death, and so is his younger
daughter, Nancy.

Her mother explains she sucks her thumb because

"She's worried about death.

She explains, "I don't know where she

gets it from.

Piet insists on taking them to Sunday school and maybe
they talk about it there.”47 When Nancy asks if President Kennedy will

"wake up," her older sister says, "No stupid he will not wake up because
he is dead and dead things do not wake up ever ever ever."
asks, "When will he go to Heaven?"
know.

Nancy then

Her father answers that he does not

Piet's wife, Angela, wonders "if religion doesn't complicate

things worse than they'd have to be."48

Updike again seems to

indicate both the comfort and shortcomings that traditional religion
displayed.
Later Piet tries to explain immortality to Nancy, who fears
getting old because she will die.

Trying to console her, he says:

Nancy, listen. You won't die. That little thing
inside you that says "Nancy" won't ever die. God
never lets anybody die; he lifts them up and takes
them into Heaven. That 9Ad thing they put in the
ground isn't you at all.
When Nancy becomes frightened at this, he realizes that Angela "had
made this doctrine of hope, the only hope, strange and frightful to
46updike, Couples, p. 21.
47Ibid., p. 64.
"
Ibid., p. 86.
491bid., p. 204.
g•
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the child."50

Again, when Nancy wonders about death, Angela says,

"Honestly, I wonder, Piet, if religion's worth it, if it wouldn't
be healthier to tell them the truth, we go into the ,round and don't
know anything and come back as grass..51 Angela has conveyed her
skepticism to the older daughter, Ruth, who, one day, says, "God is
retarded."

When her father scolds her, she adds, "Well he is.

He

lets little babies die and He makes cats eat birds and all that
stuff."52
Piet not only fears death but also has nightmares because of
his fears.

And when Foxy Whitman asks him why he attends church, he

says, 'The usual reasons.

I'm a coward.

I'm a conservative."53

Piet experiences guilt feelings about his affairs and thinks that
'God will not be used."54

After Piet and Foxy's affair is discovered,

he tells her, "We know God is not mocked."55
Updike tries to make some kind of statement near the end of
the novel when the church is destroyed by fire--"God's own lightn
ing
had struck it."

But, is this God's stern warning to the corrupt town

of Tarbox, or Updike's assertion that a new object of religion will
be raised up in the form of a golden bird, the only thing not destro
yed
by the fire?

Updike does not provide an answer in his statement that

5°Ibid.
51 Ibid., p. 227.
52Ibid.
53Ibid., p. 211.
54Ibid., p. 271.
55Ibid., p. 360.
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"the crowd breathed disbelief that the rain and the fire could
persist together, that nature could so war with herself:

as if a

conflict in God's heart had been bared for them to witness."

He

then adds that "Piet wondered at the lightness of his own
heart,
gratitude for having been shown something beyond him, beyond
all
bling."56

Seemingly, this implies that Piet attains a better

understanding of transcendental forces.

Because he divorces his

wife and marries Foxy, it appears that Updike is not condem
ning
their affair.

They find with each other a true relationship which

may lead to a better self.

Piet's false relationship with Angela

had only hindered his understanding of his moral and spirit
ual
responsibilities.
In a world so devoid of religious meaning, Updike apparently
asks only that man be true to himself and others.

In this way man

may begin to establish new spiritual values and codes
.

Such a vague

and general hope lies behind a great deal of the direction of
modern
thought, especially at a rather superficial level.

It is perhaps

inevitable that in an age of doubt and confusion many would
take
refuge in the idea that somehow the search for new meanings
will
move the world in the right direction, end that every
one gropes
slowly towards the new light in his own faltering way.

The major

modern novelists have been more definite than Updike—mor
e bleak
like Faulkner or more positive like D. H. Lawrence.

But Updike's

fiction, and perhaps this is no virtue, is closer to the real
attitudes of people in real life—somewhat as soap operas are.
56

Ibid., p. 464.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The novels, then, clearly demonstrate that Updike is
extremely conscious of the disappearance of traditional values.
In his celebration of the past, he concentrates on basic qualities
that are missing from modern society, treating them not only as
public data but also in the vein of personal lament for lost chi'dhood.

He, like many other people, senses a disillusionment as

mature vision broods upon the idealism of youth.

Updike is

suggesting the need for a renewal of the devotion and pride and
integrity of times past in order to make modern life and adult
life richer and finer.
Since modern man does not seem to be able to regain the
resources of the past, Updike feels that he is living in a voi&
alone and confused, constantly at odds with the world about him.
This view of man in society causes Updike to question the concepts
which once offered consolation.

Love and religion have gone the

way of other centers of value.

Neither can now offer any solution

to the confusion man senses in his life.

Updike blames man for

this, since it is man who has rejected the ideas and principles of
traditional thought.

He does, however, offer some hope that man

might yet find at least a redeeming direction.
Truth plays an important role in both love end religion, and
according to Updike truth may be the necessary element in man's
t,0
U
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recovery from the disillusionment of the modern world.

Like Emerson

and Thoreau, Updike demands that man be true to himself.

This seems

to be Updike's hope for humanity, that if man is true to hirself in
all ways, then there is a possible harmony between man and the world.
And it seems clear that he would prefer that man find in this possible
harmony a renewed appreciation for traditional thought, since most of
his characters continue their quest, having discovered only that they
must not accept the ways of a world that has forgotten its heritage.
Updike has found a theme, but he is still lacking in the skill
that would make him a major writer.

He does have a talent for writing

brilliant sentences, often interesting mainly for their construction.
This is not so important as the ideational concerns that Updike displays
in his writing.

In spite of some shallowness of thought, Updike's

interest in philosophical and religious concebts is shown in the
epigrams to his novels, in which he quotes Sartre, Karl Barth, Paul
Tillich, Pascal, and the Bible.

He does obviously lack the power of

fictional design of major writers who precede him.

He cannot remain

detached from his characters and allow them to think and feel for
themselves.

He often forces them to feel exactly what he desires, and

tells the reader and the character that this is what is expected of
them.

To illustrate an idea that he feels strongly about, he often

becomes too obvious and blunt, not allowing the reader to arrive at
the desired conclusion, but making his conclusion for him.

If Updike

is to be an important successor to Faulkner and Hemingway, he will
have to develop a much greater fictive skill.

.11k,'44
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There is certainly a great deal of validity in the aspects
of modern love which he probes in his fiction.

Updike shows the

harmful effects of love based on false relationships.

To illustrate

the failings of modern love he portrays men and women who no longer
believe in fidelity or respect in their marriage.

The binding

aspects of love gone, they seek meaning outside their own marriages.
Here too, they seldom find the bases for a true, worthwhile relationship.

If love is an antidote to the boredom of modern society,

then Updike feels that man caused this situation by his own
callousness and unconcern for traditional values.
And there is a great deal of validity in his insights into
the state of modern religion, which he believes offers no controlling
force on which a person may place his dependence.

Many of Updike's

characters are searchilg for that quality in religion which gives
definite guidelines.

According to Updike, man can no longer depend

on religion to offer goals, punishments, or rewards.

Modern man has

become too enlightened to trust an invisible God; therefore, he is
plunged into despair and confusion.
But even these virtues in theme cannot mitigate Updike's
flaws in both idea and art.

He is, of course, a young novelist.

So far he does not show the largeness and wholeness of vision that
we expect of a major writer, nor the skill with structure, but his
talent is real and the problems he addresses are urgent, and,
hopefully, his fiction will improve in the years ahead.
.1
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